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Abstract. Public displays have the potential to reach a broad group of
stakeholders and stimulate learning, particularly when they are interactive.
Therefore, we investigated how people interact with 3D objects shown on
public displays in the context of an urban planning scenario. We report on an
elicitation study, in which participants were asked to perform seven tasks in an
urban planning scenario using spontaneously produced hand gestures (with
their hands) and phone gestures (with a smartphone). Our contributions are as
follows: (i) We identify two sets of user-defined gestures for how people
interact with 3D objects shown on public displays; (ii) we assess their
consistency and user acceptance; and (iii) we give insights into interface design
for people interacting with 3D objects shown on public displays. These
contributions can help interaction designers and developers create systems that
facilitate public interaction with 3D objects shown on public displays (e.g.
urban planning material).
Keywords: public displays, gestural interaction, elicitation, urban planning.

1

Introduction

An important measure to ensure the success of an urban planning project is to involve
a broad range of citizens in the process; however, this is also a major challenge [1].
First, usually only a subset of the potentially affected citizens can be reached. Further,
for those who do become involved, their level of participation is often very low. Key
roadblocks to generating public involvement relate to how information about
participation opportunities are distributed, what media are chosen to disseminate
information, and other barriers that affect citizens’ capability and willingness to
actively take part. In this context, one way to potentially improve citizen participation
is to use public displays [2, 3]. Public displays have become ubiquitous, and they are
now found in many public or semi-public spaces such as shopping malls,
transportation hubs, plazas, museums and various other urban settings. They can
lower the barriers for citizens who want to take part in public decision-making
processes such as urban planning in two ways: these public displays can make
information available at locations that are frequently visited, and they can enable
everyone to participate actively, regardless of their age, background, or experience.
In addition to providing easy access to urban planning materials and facilitating insitu interaction, public displays also have the potential to stimulate learning.
Interacting with public displays significantly increases recall [4], and Barth and
Müller [5] also reported positive feedback from users regarding the use of public
displays for learning. In another study, Giovannella et al. [6] implemented a mid-air
gesture interface integrating smart learning and tourism by Kinect, which resulted in a
very rapid learning curve. Nevertheless, there has been limited use of such displays
(and displays that connect with mobile devices) for tracking and visualizing data in a
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learning context [7]. Recent work [8] has also highlighted the need for further
research on the promising combination between urban planning and interactive public
displays: current research has indicated that public displays usually involve only low
levels of public participation (displays focus on informing citizens rather than
enabling them to voice opinions or make suggestions). The goal of this article is to
address the following question: How do users envision interacting with public
displays - using mobile phones and gestures - to scrutinize urban planning material,
i.e. 3D objects? By answering this question, we aim to contribute insights into how
public display designers can engage a broader range of citizens to more actively
participate in urban planning projects.
In the following, we report on an elicitation study for determining the hand and
phone gestures people make in the context of interacting with 3D objects shown on
public displays. We asked participants to spontaneously perform gestures to
accomplish tasks in the context of actively participating in urban planning. Our main
contributions are as follows: (i) We identify two user-defined gesture sets that
participants produced using their hands or using a mobile phone when performing
several examination tasks with the 3D objects shown on a large public display; (ii) we
assess the two gesture sets regarding their consistency and user acceptance; and (iii)
we derive several implications for the design of interactive public displays in the
context of interacting with 3D objects. Our contributions can help designers select
suitable interaction modalities for citizen consultations via public displays (e.g. in the
context of urban planning). In addition, our findings pave the way for the design of
smart learning ecosystems [9] by connecting a network of citizens, urban planning
materials, and public display technology in order to facilitate active citizen
participation in urban planning processes.
In the following sections, we first review work related to using public displays for
public participation and gesture interaction. We then describe the elicitation study we
conducted, and then we report our key results and discuss their implications for
system design and gestural interaction for public displays. Finally, we conclude our
research by summarizing our main contributions and outlining future work.

2

Related Work

Since the aim of the current work is to gain insights into participants’ perceptions
about and needs for interacting with 3D objects shown on public displays, this section
reviews previous research that has been done on two relevant topics: public displays
for public participation and gestural interaction.
2.1 Public Displays for Public Participation
The International Association for Public Participation (IPA2)’s Public Participation
Spectrum defines five levels of realizing citizen participation: informing, consulting,
involving, collaborating with, and empowering citizens. To engage such citizen
participation, studies have explored using a variety of online technologies [10], and
various means have also been explored for encouraging citizen participation
specifically with public displays. For instance, some public displays have included
voting applications [11, 12] regarding local issues. In another study, Hosio et al. [13]
used applications on public displays to disseminate information about the construction
1

1

https://www.iap2.org.au/About-Us/About-IAP2-Australasia-/Spectrum, (last accessed: Feb
20, 2018).
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of a long-term renovation project and to enable citizens to provide in situ feedback to
the institution responsible for the renovation project. Taking another view, Goncalves
et al. [14] observed that public displays are instrumental in generating interest, but
this interest comes at the price of noisy feedback. In another study, Behrens et al. [15]
gave citizens the opportunity to express their feelings about local urban challenges on
media façades through tangible artifacts. Despite these participation-invoking efforts,
Du et al.’s survey [8] found that current research on public displays in urban settings
still mainly targets low levels of participation. They observed that most research on
public displays for public participation just address the inform level of IPA2’s public
participation spectrum. Further research efforts are thus needed to achieve higher
levels of citizen participation, which may then result in “better governmental
decisions that involve larger numbers of citizens and are, therefore, more acceptable
and legitimate to the majority of people” [16].
The increasing use of large public displays in urban public life brings new
challenges and opportunities for both designers and users, especially regarding how to
provide suitable interaction modalities to retrieve information from or perform useful
tasks for citizens in different scenarios. In addition, citizens are very diverse in their
age, background, and experience with technology. Looking at current research on
large interactive displays, there are four main interaction modalities for large public
displays: touch, tangible objects, external devices, and body [17]. However, while the
modalities of touch and tangible objects have been used more frequently for
horizontal displays [18, 19], they may be unsuitable for large vertical displays, e.g. if
displays are very large or unreachable. In this research, we want to make large
displays accessible to a broader group of people. For this reason, in this article we
focus on gestural interaction, i.e. hand gestures and phone gestures.
2.2 Gestural Interaction
Since gestures are considered to be an intuitive method of interaction, it is not
surprising that much research has been done in this area for a broad range of
applications. For instance, Medrano et al. [20] looked into remote pointing when
using mobile devices, and they identified three categories of pointing gesture
interactions, namely free-hand pointing, see-through pointing and device pointing.
Rovelo et al. [21] examined gestures for interacting with 360° panoramic recordings,
both for an individual and collocated usage. Further, Kray et al. [22] studied how
people use gestures on mobile phones to interact with other types of devices (i.e.
another phone, a tabletop, and public display). They reported that the concept of
phone gestures was very easy to understand and to put into practice; their participants
indicated that phone gestures would work well for interacting with public displays.
Wobbrock et al. [23] stressed the importance of involving users in coming up with
gestures for a given task, reporting that “three experts cannot generate the scope of
gestures that 20 participants can”. Further outcomes from previous studies include a
gesture set for 3D manipulations of distant objects [24], a gesture set for the
exploration of large datasets through active tokens [25], and insights from sign
language interpreters about hand gestures that are most comfortable when performed
repeatedly [26].
Example work specifically directed towards gestural interaction with public
displays include the following studies [27–29]: Fikkert et al. [27] identified a set of
gestures through which commands (e.g. panning and zooming) can be issued to a
large interactive display ‘with ease’. Panning and zooming were also the focus of a
study by Nancel et al. [28], though they looked closely into the performances of the
different types of gestures used for these two tasks. They found that two-handed
gestures were faster than one-handed ones and that linear gestures are generally faster
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than circular ones [28]. Walter et al. [29] investigated the usability of a system that
allows people to vote on a given topic, and they concluded that people (if provided no
hint) use pointing and dwelling gestures to successfully select items. As the studies
mentioned above illustrate, gestural interaction is a vibrant area of research and has
the promise of immediate usability (when implemented appropriately). The study
presented in the next sections aims at exploring gestures that are helpful (and natural)
to people when it comes to interacting with 3D objects.

3

User Study

User-centered design is an approach that puts the user in the center to elicit input from
them when interacting with technologies and allowing them to define intuitive and
easy interactions [30]. In the spirit of participatory design, one aim of our elicitation
study is to explore user-defined hand gestures and phone gestures to interact with 3D
objects shown on large public displays. The motivation for the study, as mentioned in
Section 1, is that public displays hold great potential for providing a broad set of
citizens with access to urban planning material and that higher interactivity with
displays can lead to higher information recall [4]. We focus only on enabling users to
examine the 3D objects shown on public displays, and in particular on tasks such as
showing the back/right/left side, repositioning, resizing (bigger/smaller) and selecting
a building.
3.1

Overview and Rationale

Immersive technologies have been employed in urban planning processes for decades,
either for experts or for different groups of stakeholders. In our study, we represented
urban planning material as 3D objects integrated into panoramic video footage, which
was projected on three large screens in a room. This setting is also known as an
Immersive Video Environment (IVE). IVE is a type of audiovisual simulation that
provides a feeling of immersion, where users are immersed in panoramic video
footage to provide them with a strong sense of being at the real-world site depicted in
the video. This immersion can promote user engagement [31]. 3D objects are
increasingly used when presenting urban planning projects to citizens and can be
combined with the IVE. While 3D objects provide a realistic and intuitively
understandable view of what is planned, they also, however, introduce new challenges
regarding how they can be examined more closely. These are two reasons why we had
participants interact with 3D objects. We chose to investigate the use of both hand
gestures and phone gestures, because they are two representative interaction
modalities [17]. In addition, hand gestures can lead to a more immersive user
experience [32] because they do not require any external device. Furthermore, many
people are very familiar with smartphones, and using these devices helps to solve
some privacy problems: people can input personal data without worrying about it
being visible for third parties.
As one goal of our study was to elicit user-defined hand and phone gestures, we
did not want the participants’ behaviors to be influenced by technical issues such as
gesture recognition issues or smartphone sensor technologies. No feedback from the
system, i.e. IVE was provided during their performance. We also provided the
participants with a transparent mockup prototype phone (as shown in Fig. 1) instead
of a real phone. All participants were encouraged to disregard any gesture recognition
or sensor technologies issues, and we asked them think of the mockup prototype as a
futuristic smartphone. They were told that the mockup prototype could have any
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features they wished for and that it would be capable of understanding and
recognizing all the gestures they would perform. In this way, we followed the same
principles as followed by previous research [20, 23, 33]. In addition, we wanted to
remove the gulf of execution [34] from the user-device dialogue to make sure our
observation of users’ unrevised behavior was not influenced by the gesture
recognition issue or the sensor technologies.
All the tasks that participants performed were played back to them as audio
messages generated via a free online text-to-speech service . Two additional questions
for evaluating the ease and appropriateness of each gesture were also played by audio
message after each task. The rationale behind this was to avoid users’
misunderstanding of the tasks because of English pronunciation problems and to
ensure consistent delivery of the instructions. All participants were video-recorded
during the whole study session. Our study followed a within-group design. We used
two panoramic videos spanning all three screens, which were captured from two
different sites of our city. As said above, we focused on how participants examined
3D objects.
2

3.2

Selection of Tasks

According to IPA2, two key goals for citizen consultation are to keep the public
informed and to obtain public feedback. To choose the suitable interaction activities
for realizing these goals, we determined which tasks to include in our study by first
classifying tasks into two categories: examining urban planning material, i.e. 3D
objects, and giving feedback on it. Since existing research has explored providing
feedback via public displays various ways, such as through entering text or voting
[35, 36], we focused mainly on the first category: examining 3D objects. In doing so,
we also followed the typology of general interactivity [37] for geographic
visualization. The selected tasks are representative of typical tasks that can be used in
the scenario of examining 3D objects shown on large public displays. In total, we
asked each participant 14 questions, seven for each gesture type, using the following
two templates: Which hand gesture would you use to do ACTION? and: How would
you use your smartphone to do ACTION?, where ACTION stands for:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
3.3

Show the back side of the building?
Show the right side of the building?
Show the left side of the building?
Move the building from its location to another location?
Make the building smaller?
Make the building bigger?
Select the building?

Apparatus and M aterials

We conducted the study in a lab environment. The two panoramic videos overlaid
with 3D buildings were displayed in the IVE consisting of three big screens connected
to a single PC running Windows 7. A MacBook Pro was used to play all the audio
message questions during the whole study. The 3D building objects used in our study

2

http://www.fromtexttospeech.com/, (last accessed: Nov 20, 2017).
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were downloaded from the 3D Warehouse . One 3D model was a model of
supermarket and another one was a skateboard shop . We used Sketchup Pro 2017 to
export the pictures of each model to PNG format with transparent backgrounds, which
were then overlaid over the videos by Final Cut Pro X. We used two cameras in our
study. One Canon EOS 550D camera was put beside participants on a tripod to view
them from the side . Another GoPro Hero4 camera was situated on the top of the front
section of the IVE to view them from the front. There was a moderator sitting close to
the Canon EOS 550D camera throughout the study session. With this setup, we
attempted to capture all the details when participants were performing surface
gestures on the phone. All the participants were guided to stand in the same location
of the room in front of the IVE. The location was marked by a white paper with two
footprints. Fig. 1 depicts the study settings and also shows the transparent mockup
prototype used in the phone-gesture condition.
3

4

5

6

7

3.4

Participants

Twenty-eight participants, twenty-one males and seven females, between the ages of
22-39 (mean=28, SD=4.9) were recruited for our study. They had different
professional backgrounds. Most of them had lived in Germany for the last two years,
but some participants had primarily lived in other European countries, American
countries or Asian countries over last two years. There were no special requirements
about participants’ age or prior experience regarding participation in urban planning
processes. All participants had a moderate level of English. Recruitment was done
through emails, flyers, Facebook, and word of mouth. Each participant received 10
EUR as a reward at the end of the study.

Fig. 1. Study setup: The participant with the transparent mockup prototype (C) stood on the
footprint mark in front of the IVE showing the 3D objects (B), while the GoPro Hero4 camera
(A) and the Canon camera (D) recorded the participant’s behaviors.
3

https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/, (last accessed: Nov 20, 2017).
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/fec488ae8cbf0c8035d6a087b4694131/MeijerSupermarket, (last accessed: Nov 20, 2017).
5
https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com/model/76e9d3b5554893e272396bc529d8c9c/Small-TimeSkates, (last accessed: Nov 20, 2017).
6
https://www.sketchup.com/download/all, (last accessed: Nov 20, 2017).
7
https://www.canon.de/for_home/product_finder/cameras/digital_slr/eos_550d/, (last accessed:
Nov 20, 2017).
4
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3.5

Procedure

At the beginning of the study, each participant was given a brief explanation of the
objective and the procedure. After they read and understood the study, they were
asked to sign the consent form. Then the moderator guided each participant to stand at
a marked position in front of the large display. Before starting the main part of the
study, the moderator spent several minutes introducing the IVE and the tasks in the
study. The moderator encouraged participants to ask any question regarding the study.
The moderator also told participants that they could think aloud when performing the
tasks. The main part of the study started when participants were clear about what was
going to happen and what they should do.
After the setup, the moderator gave an urban planning story to each stimulus, i.e.
the panoramic video with the 3D objects overlaid. Then each participant was given
about one minute to become familiar with the IVE and the stimuli. The audio message
describing the task was played next, and participants began to perform the task. After
each task, the participants were asked how easy/how appropriate it was to come up
with an action for the particular task. The order of exposure to each of the interaction
modalities, i.e. the hand and the smartphone, was counterbalanced. For each
condition, the order of tasks and videos were randomized across conditions and
participants.
Once the two scenarios were finished, each participant was given two
questionnaires. The first one asked for participants’ background information, and the
second aimed to get general feedback and attitudes about the hand-gesture and
smartphone-gesture interactions. Finally, the moderator wrapped up the session and
handed out their reward. The duration of each study was about 45 minutes.

4

Results

In the following section, the results of our study will be presented. The section starts
with a brief introduction of the taxonomies for hand gestures and phone gestures used
during the analysis, and it goes on to describe the hand- and phone-gesture sets
obtained in the study, the agreement scores between participants, and their subjective
ratings.
4.1 Taxonomy used in the analysis
Arnheim and McNeil [38] described that gestures consist of four stages: preparation,
stroke, hold, retraction. The stroke phase describes the step of performing the gesture,
so we firstly extracted this phase of all proposed gestures. The gestures were further
analyzed by the taxonomies. Inspired by relevant work about classification of gestures
[23, 30, 33, 39], we then derived our taxonomies for further analyzing users’ hand
gestures and phone gestures. In order to analyze the gestures in as much detail as
possible, we made changes to previous taxonomies. The taxonomy for user-defined
hand gestures was modified and extended from Obaid et al. [30, 39] and Ruiz et al.
[33]. The taxonomy for user-defined phone gestures was modified and extended from
Obaid et al. [30, 39], Ruiz et al. [33], and Wobbrock et al. [23]. We analysed the hand
gestures according to five dimensions: form, nature, body parts, temporal, and
complexity dimensions. Each dimension consists of multiple categories, as shown in
Table 1. The phone gestures were analyzed along seven dimensions (Table 2): form,
nature, touch-fingers, temporal, complexity, spatial, and type of gestures dimensions.
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The form dimension in the air-hand gesture taxonomy was adopted from Obaid et
al. [30, 39] without changes. In the phone gesture taxonomy, we combined the form
of surface gestures [23] and the form of motion gestures [33] into the form dimension.
We modified the categories of the body-parts dimension from Obaid et al. [30, 39],
because we were eliciting air-hand gestures that only involved hands but no other
body parts. In the taxonomy of the phone gestures, we replaced this dimension by the
touch-fingers dimension, which describes the number of fingers involved in
performing gestures.
We extended the nature dimension originally from Obaid et al. [30] according to
the research presented by Wobbrock et al [23]. The categories of our nature
dimension include deictic, iconic, metaphorical, abstract and symbolic gestures. The
temporal dimension is also adopted from Wobbrock et al. [23] to show whether the
ongoing recognition of gestures is needed or not. The complexity dimension adopted
from Ruiz et al. [33] aims to capture as how complicated a gesture is perceived to be.
Table 1. Taxonomy for user-defined hand gestures (modified and extended from Obaid [30,
39] and Ruiz [33]).
Field
Form

Value
static
dynamic

Nature

deictic
iconic
metaphoric
abstract
symbolic

Body parts
Temporal
Complexity

right hand only
left hand only
two hands
discrete
continuous
simple
compound

Description
A static body posture is held after a registration phase
The gesture contains the movement of one or more
body parts during the stroke phase
The gesture is indicating a position or direction
The gesture visually depicts an icon and directly
represents a real-world property
The gesture visually depicts an icon and describes a
real-world property in an abstract way
Gesture mapping is arbitrary
The gesture is an artificial symbol that does not
represent a real-world property but represents a
meaning that needs to be learned and is often culture
specific
The gesture is performed with the right hand only
The gesture is performed with the left hand only
The gesture is performed with two hands
Action occurs after completion of gesture
Action occurs during gesture
Gesture consists of a single gesture
Gesture can be decomposed into simple gestures

Table 2. Taxonomy for user-defined phone gestures (modified and extended from Obaid [30,
39], Ruiz [33], and Wobbrock [23]).
Field
Types of gestures

Value
surface gesture
motion gesture

Form

mixed gesture
static pose
dynamic pose
static pose and path
dynamic pose and path
Single-Axis motion

Description
Deliberate movements of the device by
end-users to invoke commands
Two-dimensional gestures using the
touchscreen of the smartphone as a
mobile surface computer
Combine the surface and motion gesture
Hand pose is held in one position
Hand pose changes in one position
Hand pose is held as hand moves
Hand pose changes as hand moves
Phone-Motion occurs around a single
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Tri-Axis motion
Six-Axis
Temporal

discrete

Spatial

continuous
ST
DP
SSU

Touch-fingers

Complexity
Nature

One finger
two fingers
multi-fingers
simple
compound
deictic
iconic
metaphoric
abstract
symbolic

axis
Phone-Motion
involves
either
translational or rotational motion, not
both
Motion occurs around both rotational
and translational axis
Action occurs after completion of
gesture
Action occurs during gesture
Perform the gesture while looking
through the transparent screen of the
device
Device was used an extension of their
arm or remote control
Device was used as current smartphone
and held on one of the hands
The gesture is performed with one
finger only
…two fingers
… more than two fingers
Gesture consists of a single gesture
Gesture can be decomposed into simple
gestures
The gesture is indicating a position or
direction
The gesture visually depicts an icon and
directly represents a real-world property
The gesture visually depicts an icon and
describes a real-world property in an
abstract way
Gesture-referent mapping is arbitrary
Gesture visually depicts a symbol

Regarding the spatial dimension, we got inspiration from [20]. Some participants
preferred to perform gestures by looking through the transparent screen of the
mockup device. These gestures were classified as ‘see-through’ (ST) gestures. Some
participants also used the mockup device as an extension of their arms or remote
control. These gestures were labelled as ‘device-pointing’ (DP) gestures. We also
found that some participants designed gestures that mimicked actions occurring
during normal use of smartphones. These gestures were categorized as ‘standard
smartphone-use’ (SSU).
A total of 196 hand gestures were collected. As shown in the overall taxonomy
distribution of the hand gestures (see Fig. 2), these gestures tended to be simple
dynamic gestures which were performed involving the right hand and which required
continuous recognition and real-time feedback. The overall taxonomy distribution of
the phone gestures illustrates the breakdown of the 196 phone gestures observed in
our study. As shown in Fig. 3, more surface gestures were found than motion
gestures, and more than 90% of gestures were performed by one or two fingers.
Similar to the hand gestures, most of phone gestures were simple gestures and
required continuous recognition and real-time feedback.
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Fig. 2. The overall taxonomy distribution for all the elicited hand gestures.

Fig. 3. The overall taxonomy distribution for all the elicited phone gestures.

4.2

User-Defined Gesture Sets and Agreement Scores

The core of our study aim is to generate user-defined gesture sets. This process was
structured as follows: firstly, for one task t, all gestures produced were grouped into a
set P(t); then we classified all gestures in P(t) into subsets, which contain identical
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gestures P (t), with i∈1, 2…n, and n is the value of the total number of identified
subsets for task t. The subset P (t) with the largest size was then chosen as the
representative gesture for the task t for our user-defined set. We also checked if there
was more than one gesture candidate for a task. Second or third gesture candidates
were only chosen when they were accounted for at least half of the first gesture
candidate. However, if the representative gestures for different tasks were the same,
then a conflict occurred. That is because one gesture cannot result in two or more
outcomes. To resolve the conflict, we assigned the gesture to the task that was
associated with that gesture the most often. Also if the first gesture candidate of one
task was the second or the third gesture candidate of another task, we removed this
gesture as the alternative gesture for the other task. Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5
show all the gesture candidates for each of the seven tasks in the two conditions, how
often the participants performed each task with the gesture candidate, and all the
gesture candidates’ taxonomies. Our process of generating user-defined gestures can
be traced back to previous work [23, 30, 33, 39]. In our study, the first candidate
gesture of Show back conflicts with that of Show right and Show left in both
conditions. Compared with the other two actions, the action show back did not have
the largest group, so we moved the second candidate gesture as the first candidate
gesture for that action.
To evaluate the degree of consensus among participants with the proposed gesture,
we use the formula as used by Wobbrock et al. [23]. They calculate an agreement
score AS(t) for each task t, where:
i

i

(1)
.
The range of AS(t) is [P (t) , 1], and P (t) corresponds to all the participants
choosing different gestures for task t, while 1 means all the participants performed the
same gesture for task t. So we can say if there is a high agreement score for task t,
then all the participants have a similar understanding of how to perform the task by
gesture. But when there is a low agreement score for task t, participants found it
difficult to think of a similar appropriate gesture for task t. Fig. 4 shows agreement
levels for hand gestures and phone gestures.
i

-1

i

Fig. 4. Agreement scores for user-defined gestures.
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Table 3. Gesture candidates for performing the seven tasks by hand.
Action
Show
right
Show
left
Select
Resize
smaller
Resize
bigger
Repositi
on

Show
back

Gesture
candidates

Occurrences

Form

Swipe left

35%

Gestur
e
Nature
Dynamic Deictic

Body
Parts

Temporal

Complexity

One
hand
One
hand
One
hand
Two
hands

Continuous

Simple

Swipe right

35%

Dynamic

Deictic

Continuous

Simple

One hand airpoint
Move two
hands linearly
closer
Move two
hands linearly
spread
Hand-point to
the building,
then move the
hand to
another
location, then
loosen hand
Two hands
perform
clockwise
motion along
Y-axis

52%

Static

Deictic

Continuous

Simple

75%

Dynamic

Iconic

Continuous

Simple

75%

Dynamic

Iconic

Two
hands

Continuous

Simple

68%

Dynamic

Deictic

One
hand

Continuous

Compound

18%

Dynamic Metaphoric

Two
hands

Continuous

Simple

Table 4. Gesture candidates for performing the seven tasks by smartphone (First part).
Action

Show right
Show left
Select
Resize smaller
Resize bigger
Reposition

Show back

Gesture
Candidates

Occurrence
s

Swipe right/left
Swipe right
Tap
Pinch to zoom out
Pinch to zoom in
Keep on pressing the
building
on
the
smartphone, move the
smartphone to another
location
and
then
release the finger;
Drag the building on the
smartphone
Move fingers around
each other on the
building

46%
43%
68%
96%
96%
43%

Type
Form
of
gesture
s
Surface
Static pose and path
Surface
Static pose and path
Surface
Dynamic pose
Surface
Dynamic pose
Surface
Dynamic pose
Mixed
Tri-Axis motion

39%

Surface

Static pose and path

18%

Surface

Dynamic pose
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Table 5. Gesture candidates for performing the seven tasks by smartphone (Second part).
Action

Touch fingers

Temporal
Continuous

Complexit
y
Simple

Gesture
Nature
Deictic

Show right

One finger 77%
Two fingers 23%

Show left

One finger 75%
Two fingers 25%

Continuous

Simple

Deictic

SSU 42%
ST 58%

Select

One finger 95%
Two fingers 5%

Discrete

Simple

Abstract

SSU 47%
ST 53%

Resize
smaller

Two fingers

Continuous

Simple

Iconic

SSU 48%
ST 52%

Resize
bigger

Two fingers

Continuous

Simple

Iconic

SSU 48%
ST 52%

Reposition

One finger 92%
Two fingers 8%

Continuous

Compound

Metaphoric

DP 25%
ST 58%
SSU 17%

One finger 91%
Two fingers 9%

Continuous

Simple

Iconic

ST 36%
SSU 64%

Two fingers 80% Continuous
Multi-fingers 20%

Simple

Metaphoric

SSU 80%
ST 20%

Show back

Spatial
SSU 46%
ST 54%

4.3 Subjective Ratings
After each action, the participants answered the two following questions using a 5point Likert scale:
● How easy was it for you to produce this gesture? Answers were given on a
scale from 1 = “quite hard” to 5 = “quite easy”.
● How would you rate the appropriateness of your gesture/action to the task?
Answers were given on a scale from 1 = “quite inappropriate” to 5 = “quite
appropriate”.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the mean values for users’ ratings of easiness and
appropriateness of the hand gestures and phone gestures, respectively. We applied a
two-way repeated ANOVA and found that neither the means of the ratings for ease
nor appropriateness differed significantly with the interaction modalities, i.e. hand and
smartphone. However, they did differ significantly with the tasks, F (6) =2.9225,
P<0.05 but not as a function of both tasks and interaction modalities. A one-way
repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the means of rated appropriateness differed
significantly between the actions, with F (6) = 3.231, P<0.01 for all the phone
gestures. The task show back received significantly lower ratings of the
appropriateness than the other actions, while the tasks resize bigger, resize smaller,
select had significantly higher ratings for appropriateness than other actions. No
significant difference of the means of the rated easiness of gestures were found for
hand gestures or phone gestures. The means of the rated appropriateness also did not
differ with tasks for phone gestures.
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Fig. 5. User ratings for the appropriateness of the proposed gestures for the seven tasks.

Fig. 6. User ratings for the easiness of the proposed gestures for the seven tasks.

5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss the user-defined gestures we observed in our study as well
as the implications of our results for system design and interface design.
5.1 User-Defined Gestures
The distributions of hand gestures and phone gestures reveal some common
characteristics. Both types of user-defined gestures tend to be simple and continuous.
There is a similar distribution for user-defined hand gestures (iconic and deictic; 70%)
and user-defined phone gestures (iconic and deictic; 67%). This suggests that users
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expect gestural interaction to provide immediate responses and continuous control
regarding the urban planning information by means of simple gestures. It also
indicates that users prefer to have their actions directly and visually depicted on the
3D objects when examining them in the IVE. People found the task show back hard to
understand as indicated by the low scores for agreement and appropriateness. This
indicates no common concept exists among people for this task. Consequently, it may
make sense to remove this task and to instead rely on performing show left/right
twice.
Dynamic right-hand gestures were most preferred according to the taxonomy
distribution of the elicited hand gestures, both for left-hand gestures and right-hand
gestures (dynamic; 85%). Even though recognizing dynamic gestures is technically
more challenging than static postures, this finding implies future gestural interfaces
for 3D objects might require the former.
According to the taxonomy distribution of phone gestures, one finger (52%) and
two fingers (40%) touch were most popular among the participants. It may make
sense to not distinguish between one-point touch and two-point touch for supporting
interactions with 3D objects by a smartphone. This observation is similar to what we
observed for hand gestures. During our study, we found people usually did not
consider the number of fingers when performing the tasks by hands. For example,
when performing the gesture hand point, some participants pointed to the display
while bending all the fingers resulting in a fist, while some others pointed to it by
using one finger or more fingers. We also observed that more surface gestures (84%)
were generated than motion gestures (9%), although participants were well aware that
they could imagine that the mockup phone supports any type of technology or
function they wished. This may be the result of our participants having extensive
smartphone experience, since more than 90% of them frequently used smartphones.
Medrano et al. [20] showed in a previous study that user preferences were influenced
by the technology experience of the participants.
5.2 Implications for System Design
Regarding the system design for the two user-defined gesture sets, we can point out
several challenges. Except the gesture candidate for the task select, the other gesture
candidates in the user-defined hand gesture set are dynamic and continuous.
Developers should consider that users will not all be the same height, may stand at
different locations in front of a large public display, and may expect immediate
responses during the gestures. Hence, it is important to find a suitable recognition
system that provides a wider tracking range and facilitates synchronous responses.
Most of the gesture candidates in the user-defined set are of the deictic type, but there
are also some iconic and metaphoric types. This suggests that the recognition system
needs to be able to recognize both types. A suitable recognition system should also
meet the requirement of recognizing one-handed or two-handed gestures while
ignoring the number of fingers.
In the case of the user-defined phone gesture set, we observed a strong need for
surface recognition technology. There are iconic, deictic, metaphoric, and abstract
types of gestures with different forms. This means the sensor should be sensitive
enough to recognize diverse patterns and forms of surface gestures. It was very
common for the same gesture candidate to be performed by users but with different
numbers of fingers. Developers could provide a choice for users to decide the number
of fingers involved or decide to ignore the number of fingers while focusing on the
shape, location and dynamics of the gesture. Another challenge is the mixture of
motion gesture and surface gesture for one task. To support this type of gesture,
different sensor technologies have to be integrated during the system design. In
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addition, a major trend that emerged was that people preferred to hold the smartphone
with the screen facing the 3D objects with one hand, while performing surface
gestures with the other hand. They imagined that there should be a synchronous
response to their gestures from the urban planning materials (i.e. 3D objects) both on
the smartphone and the large public display. This case may necessitate technologies
like a rear-mounted camera and low-latency connectivity to support communicating
the data and interaction events between the smartphone and the large display. A
related challenge is to quickly and reliably compute the geometric mapping between
the smartphone image and the display, which is known as display registration [40].
5.3 Implications for User Interface Design
The high agreement scores regarding the resizing tasks imply that user interfaces for
interacting with 3D objects shown on public displays may readily implement the
gesture set identified in this work. The lower agreement between participants for other
tasks suggests, on the contrary, that user interface designs may have to accommodate
the variety of options expressed by the participants. In addition, with the exception of
the task reposition, the degree of the consensus among the participants regarding the
elicited phone gestures was higher than the degree of consensus for the hand gestures.
People rated phone gestures as more appropriate than hand gestures, although they
commented in general that phone gestures were less intuitive to recall than hand
gestures. Participants found it particularly hard to come up with an appropriate phone
gesture for the task show back. The higher degree of consensus for phones gestures
than for hand gestures may be explained through participants’ general familiarity with
phone usage.
Qualitative feedback collected from our participants suggests some implications
for the design of interfaces based on hand gestures. There are four frequent negative
aspects mentioned by participants: frustration resulting from the inability of the
system to detect gestures properly, a lack of confidence based on previous bad
experiences, social embarrassment, and lack of privacy when performing gestures in
front of the public.
Regarding the design of interfaces based on phone gestures, four frequent
negative aspects were also given: the need to have a smartphone and an app to
perform the interaction, the high effort resulting from switching between two screens,
the lack of motivation to connect their personal device with the public display due to
privacy risks and security issues, and the limited screen size of the smartphone. The
latter may be related to the 3D objects not being well suited for exploration on a small
screen, e.g. larger maps showing a planned project.
5.4 Limitations of the Study
Most participants were under 40 years old, highly educated, and experienced
smartphone users. It is quite possible that the gestures obtained were influenced by
the participants’ technology experiences and backgrounds. Repeating the study with
participants from other groups (e.g. children, older people, or people with little
technology experience) would lead to a more complete picture of users’ perceptions
and needs regarding interacting with 3D objects shown on public displays.
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6

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an elicitation study exploring two interaction modalities
for facilitating interaction with 3D objects shown on public displays. We recruited 28
participants for our study, during which we asked them to watch panoramic videos
overlaid with 3D objects in an immersive video environment. They then performed
seven tasks of examining 3D objects using their hands only (first condition) and then
using a mockup of a futuristic smartphone (second condition). In total, we elicited 196
hand gestures and 196 phone gestures, which we analyzed to derive two gesture sets
that can inform research and practice on interaction with 3D objects on public
displays. In addition, we also collected qualitative feedback about the easiness and
appropriateness of the elicited gestures. Participants mostly agreed on gestures for
resizing 3D objects, while gestures involving the manipulation of buildings (e.g.
select, show back, show right, show left) led to much lower agreement scores.
An immediate step for future work is to implement the identified gesture sets in a
system and to evaluate their usability. Further studies regarding the functions that
resulted in low agreement scores are also highly desirable, as are studies that replicate
our setup with different user groups (e.g. different age range, technological
background or culture).
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